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Abstract.
microcomputer-based
Abstract. AAmicrocomputer
-based digital
digital image
image processing
processing system
system has
has been
been
developed to
to count and size laser-generated
laser- generated small
small particle images. Processing
were achieved
achieved by
by utilizing
utilizingaa real
real-time
rates of 55 to
to 600
600 frames
frames per minute
minute were
-time digital
image processor.
processor. Particles
Particles from
from 77 to
to 700
700 /zm
µm in the
the plane of
of focus
focus were
were counted
counted
and sized.
determine the
the basic
basic problems
sized.AA major
major emphasis
emphasis in
in this
this work was to determine
and
involved with using
using aadigital
digitalimage
imageprocessing
processing scheme
and limitations involved
scheme to
to
accurately size
size particles.
particles. Areas
Areas that
that were
were investigated include the effect of the
the
threshold level
level on
on measured
measured particle
particlesize,
size, particle
particleboundary
boundarydiffraction
diffractiongray
gray-introducedby
by the
the vidicon camera.
camera.
level gradients,
gradients, and
and geometric
geometric nonlinearities
nonlinearities introduced
Laser ElectroElectro-Optics
A Laser
Optics Ltd.
Ltd. calibration
calibration reticle
reticle containing simulated
simulated particles
particles
92.75 /urn
used as
as the
the basis
basis for
for an
an inin-depth
from 5.29 to 92.75
µm in diameter was used
-depth
calibration
problems with
calibration process.
process. ItIt was
was determined
determined that
that various
various inherent problems
image
accuracy unless compensation
compensation is
image processing
processing systems
systems limit
limit their accuracy
is made.
made.
Decalibration
correct for these
these inaccuracies.
inaccuracies. After
Decalibration techniques
techniques were
were used
used to
to correct
correction,
correction, an
an average
averageerror
errorof
of less
lessthan
than 1.0%
1.0%was
was found
foundfor
for 25
25 to
to 100
100 /urn
µm
particles. A 2.8% error
error was
was found
found in
in the
the experimentally
experimentally determined distribution
distribution
Mm polystyrene
polystyrene microspheres.
microspheres.
of 52.8 µm
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photographicdroplet
dropletsizing;
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directoptical
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INTRODUCTION
1. INTRODUCTION
Rapid advances in fast
fast analog
analog-to-digital
-to- digital converters
converters and the
the develdevelopment of real
real-time
-time image
imageprocessors
processors combined
combined with
with laser
laser imaging
imaging
systems
vaporizasystems offer
offer new
new capabilities
capabilities for
for studying
studying atomization, vaporization, and combustion processes.
processes.
The use of
of digital
digital image
imageprocessing
processingtechniques
techniques for
for making
making laboralaboratory measurements
measurements has
several investigators.
investigators. As
As
has been
been explored
explored by several
early as the
the 1950s
1950shard-wired
hard -wiredcell
cellcounting
counting machines were devised by
Langercrantz
Young at
at University
University
Langercrantz in
in Scandinavia
Scandinavia and
and Robert and Young
College
Laboratory recognition
recognition systems
systems based
College inin London.
London.'1 Laboratory
based on
on
general-purpose
general
-purposeprogrammable
programmable computers evolved
evolved as
as minicomputer
minicomputer
technology
technology became
became available.
Several image
Several
image processing
processing systems
systems have
have been
been proposed
proposed to count
meaand classify particles. Williams et al.2
al.2 produced
produced algorithms for mea*Present
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suring
particles. Another example
example isis aa
suring spatial
spatial parameters
parameters of dust particles.
hard-wired
computer by
hard -wired scanner
scanner connected
connected to a digital computer
by Sato
Satoetetal.3
al.3
This system,
early work,
work, operated
operatedininan
anoff
off-line
system, as
as with most other early
-line
mode, thus requiring the digitized picture to be punched onto paper
tape or recorded on magnetic
magnetic tape or
or disk.
disk. Simmons
Simmons and
and Lapera4
Lapera4
described
modern "high speed
speed spray
spray analyzer"
analyzer" that was
was
described aa more
more modern
capable of automatically
sizing a fuel nozzle test in under one hour.
automatically sizing
Algorithms for analysis of
of fuel spray images in various background
conditions were presented by Oberdier.5Weiss
Oberdier. 5 Weiss et al.6
al.6 published
published work
work
on automating
fluid particle
particleimaging
imagingsystem.
system. This
This scheme
scheme assumed
automating aa fluid
spherical
images) and determined
determined focus
focus criteria
criteria
spherical particles
particles (circular
(circular images)
boundarygray
gray-level
gradients. Other
Otheron
on-line
from boundary
-level gradients.
-line sizing
sizing systems
systems
have been reported
by Tishkoff,7 Toner
Toner et
et al.,$
al.,8 Hotham,9 and Fleeter
reported by
al., 10 and
Analyzer. 11
et al.,1O
andfor
forthe
the Bete
Bete Droplet Analyzer.'1
Although commercial
commercial and laboratory counting
counting and
and sizing
sizing syssysAlthough
tems are available, apparently
apparently very few data
data concerning the accuracy
calibration of
of automated
automatedcounting
countingand
andsizing
sizingsystems
systems have
and calibration
have been
published. Many inherent accuracy
accuracy implications
implications of
of using
using an autoautopublished.
image sizing
sizing system exist. These include
include boundary
mated digital image
diffraction
gray-level
diffraction gray
-levelgradients,
gradients, geometric
geometric nonlinearity,
nonlinearity, depth
depth of
of
field
photometric nonlinearities.
nonlinearities. Since
Since calibration
calibration
field corrections, and photometric
benchmarks along with errors or
or estimation
estimation of
of errors have
have not been
reported, the
the accuracy
accuracy of
ofmost
most digital
digitalimage
image particle
particle sizing
sizing systems
systems
remains unclear even for ideal counting conditions. The accuracy of
size
counting conditions
conditions and
and where
where corcorsize measurements
measurements for nonideal counting
rections
of field
field factors must
rections for depth of
must be
be applied
applied are
are even
even more
more
questionable.
In addition,
addition,most
mostpublished
publishedprocessing
processingtimes
timesfor
for multi
multi-questionable. In
gray-level
gray
-levelsystems
systems(gray-level
(gray -levelresolution
resolution>>11bit)
bit) have
have been
been on
on the
order of minutes
minutes per
per frame.
frame. This
This high
high processing
processing time
time overhead
overhead
precludes the analysis of large numbers
of frames, which is necessary
numbers of
necessary
to obtain aa statistically
statistically valid
valid sample.
sample.
to develop
develop an image processing
The present work was undertaken
undertaken to
system
system to
to count and size small
small particles.
particles. The
The primary thrust of this
research
investigate and
problems and
and limitations
limitations
research was
was to
to investigate
and report problems
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1. Block

CONVERTER

2. EXPERIMENTAL
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
2.
device
imaging device
Laser imaging
2.1.
2.1. Laser
The particle images are generated via a Laser Holography, Inc., laser
device. A
A very
veryearly
earlyversion
version of
of this
this optical
optical imaging system is
imaging device.
337 nm
nm 20
20 kW
kW pulsed
pulsed nitrogen
nitrogen laser is used
used
described by Hotham.9 A 337
the test
test section
section that
that contains
contains the particles.
particles. A
A diffraction
diffraction
to illuminate the
ultraviolet-sensiplano- convex lens
lens focuses
focuses the
the beam
beam onto an ultravioletsensilimited plano-convex
synchronized
are synchronized
laser are
camera and laser
The camera
tive Cohu
Cohu vidicon
vidicon tube.
tube. The
tive
is
video is
composite video
RS-170
The RS
Hz. The
60 Hz.
together at 30 or 60
-170 standard composite
together
and
WJ-810)
(Panasonic WJ
generator (Panasonic
time/date
routed through aa time/
date generator
-810) and
routed
650)
VET 650)
optionally recorded
recorded on
on a video cassette recorder (RCA VET
optionally
before being passed
passed to
to the
the image processing
processing system. A block diagram
1.
device isis shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 1.
outlining the laser imaging device
processor
imageprocessor
2.2 Digital
Digital image
real-time
55/32
Trapix55/
A Recognition
Recognition Concepts, Inc., Trapix
32 real
-time image
image procesprocesA
sor isis used
used to
to digitize
digitize and
and store
store the video
video images.
images. An 88 bit, 88 MHz
sor
into
source into
-to- digital)converter
converterdigitizes
digitizesthe
the video
video source
(video-to-digital)
V/D (video
RAM,
Mbyte of RAM,
1.0 Mbyte
image memory.
memory. Image
Image memory
memory consists
consists of
of 1.0
image
images. The
which provides
providesspace
spacefor
forfour
four512X512X8
512X512X8 bit digital images.
The
which
processor
image processor
pipeline image
image processor
processorincludes
includesaa 12
12 Mbyte/s
Mbytes pipeline
image
arithmetic
logical and arithmetic
32 logical
programmer 32
the programmer
provides the
(PIP). The PIP provides
frame-to-frame
performframe
to perform
opcodes that can be used to
-to -frame addition, subopcodes
threshold-writes (such as threshold
.traction,
traction, multiplication,
multiplication, and
and conditional writes
ing)
ing) at
at video
video rates.
A Digital
Digital Equipment
Equipment Corp.
-I I //02
02 CPU
CPU acts as
as aa host
host for
for the
the
LSI-11
Corp. LSI
A
sizing program executes under
image processor.
processor. The
The counting
counting and sizing
image
CPU. Appropriate
-11operating
operating system
system on
on the
the LSI-11
LSI- 11CPU.
Appropriate calls
RT-11
the RT
which
access the
are made
made to the image
the image
image RAM, which
image processor to access
are
shows the
levels. Figure
gray levels.
contains the
the 512X512
512X512 array
array of gray
Figure 22 shows
the
contains
relationship of
of the
the host
host CPU
CPU and image processor.
processor.
relationship

TIME -BASE
CORRECTOR

IMAGE

MEMORY

PIP
PIPELINED
PROCESSOR

processing to particle
involved
in the
the application
application of digital image processing
involved in
identified
sizing work.
sizing
work. Several
Several areas
areas that
that affect accuracy have been identified
accuracy of
indicates the
research indicates
presented. Current
Current research
the accuracy
of
results presented.
and results
unless
errors unless
imaging-based
imaging
-based sizing
sizingsystems
systemsare
are subject
subject to
to significant errors
provisions are made
made to
to correct
correct for such
such factors
factors as
as boundary
boundary diffracnon-geometric non
measurements, geometric
diameter measurements,
affecting diameter
gradients affecting
tion gradients
focus
linearities of
linearities
of vidicon
vidicon systems,
systems, depth
depth of field determination, focus
techniques.
criteria, and proper reporting of calibration techniques.
criteria,
In addition to studying accuracy factors and developing detailed
another
conditions, another
ideal counting conditions,
calibration
techniques under
under ideal
calibration techniques
requirement was
was to provide fast processing
processing times.
times. The
The current
current prodeals with
with measuring
measuring static images in the plane of focus, such as
ject deals
microscope
glass microscope
between glass
placed between
particles placed
reticles and particles
calibration reticles
and
accuracy and
the accuracy
serves to document the
slides. The
slides.
The current
current research serves
software
sizing software
and sizing
counting and
particle counting
calibration of the automated particle
system. Research is in progress to
and the associated laser imaging system.
extend the
the baseline
baseline measurements
measurements to
to real
real sprays.
sprays.
extend
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computer.
host computer.
and host
processor and
Fig.
2. Relationship
image processor
Trapix image
ofTrapix
Relationship of
Fig. 2.

particles.
Fig.
3. Typical
j*m particles.
50 µm
eleven 50
containing eleven
laser image containing
Typical laser
Fig. 3.

.

2.3. Segmentation
Segmentation technique
23.
the
As with all previously proposed
schemes, 12 the
recognitionschemes,12
patternrecognition
proposedpattern
solution
recognition problem
was based on a priori postulates.
problem was
of this recognition
solution of
For example,
will
scene will
videoscene
thevideo
thatthe
assumed that
work itit isis assumed
this work
in this
example, in
consist of dark particle
particles
The particles
background. The
on a light background.
shadows on
particle shadows
must be
can be of any shape and may
voids, but must
interior voids,
contain interior
may contain
continuous
containing
frame containing
representative frame
A representative
fragmented). A
continuous (not fragmented).
eleven
50 jum
µm in
-focus particles
particles is
is shown
shown in Fig. 3.
in-focus
eleven 50
A pattern
pattern recognition
able to count
thatisis able
developed that
was developed
schemewas
recognitionscheme
step
and size
given the above a priori assumptions.
first step
The first
assumptions, The
size images, given
is thresholdinversion preprocessing.
preprocessing.Here
Here the
the background
background and a
threshold-inversion
amount of noise are eliminated by conditionally writing each
each
limited amount
is
pixel based
based upon its
-level value.
value. The simplest
simplest form of this is
gray-level
its gray
pixel
constant threshold:

if pixel(i,
pixel(i,j)<constant
pixel(i,j)
j) <constant ,
pixel(i,j) = 00
if pixel(i,
pixel(i,j)?constant
j) > constant .
pixel(ij) if
= pixel(i,j)

(1)

The gray levels
levels are
are inverted
inverted at the same
gray-the gray
preserve the
to preserve
time to
same time
level intensity
intensity of
of the
the particle
particle images.
images. The
The result
result of the threshold
threshold
level
OPTICALENGINEERING
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Fig.
Circularparticle
particleimage
imagedemonstrating
demonstratingthe
theshape
shapeof
ofaa digital
digital image
image
Fig. 6.
6. Circular
boundary
sizing method.
method.
boundary and
andthe
the "underlying
"underlying line segment
segment principle"
principle" sizing

isis included
started atat segment
segment 1.1. IfIf no
no segment
segment
included in
in the
the object that was started
on the line
is the beginning of
line above
above matches, the segment in question
question is
the object
object shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 6.
a new object.
object. Segment
Segment 1I started the
Measurements that are made on each particle image
image are x and yy
area, perimeter,
perimeter, average
average gray
graylevel,
level, and
andxx-y
spatial coordicoordiextent, area,
-y spatial
nates (position).
(position). Aspect
Aspect ratio, circularity,
circularity, and rectangularity
rectangularity are
nates
the primary
primary measurements.
measurements.
shape factors calculated from the
The
particle diameters
diameters are
grouped into
into size
size ranges
ranges and
and
The particle
are then grouped
as needed.
needed. At
At the
the conclusion
conclusion of
of aa test,
test,
summed over as many frames as
size groupings
along with
with the various
various calculated
calculated
the size
groupings are printed out, along
mean diameters.
diameters. Figure 7 is an example of a typical summary data
in aa test
test involving
involving polystyrene
polystyrene microspheres.
microspheres.
sheet produced in

Fig. 4.
4. Example
of threshold
threshold operation
operation {threshold=50}.
(threshold =50).
Fig.
Example of

14

12
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IMAGE
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25O
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Fig.
5. Gray
-level histogram of
Fig, 5.
Gray-level
of Fig.
Fig. 3.
3.

operation is
4. The threshold constant can
is presented in Fig. 4.
can be
be fixed
or adjusted automatically.

The automatic
The
automatic threshold
threshold constant
constant determination
determination is
is based
based on
on
generating aa gray
generating
-level histogram.
histogram. As
gray-level
As can
can be
be seen
seen in
in Fig. 5,
5, the image
to be analyzed
contains the
the nearly
nearly black
black particles,
particles, gray diffraction
diffraction
analyzed contains
pattern edges,
and a light
light background.
background. The threshold constant is
edges, and
is set
by selecting a value between
between the edge
edge level
leveland
and the
the background
background level.
level.
Automatic threshold
Automatic
threshold level
determination can be
level determination
be accomplished
accomplished in
under 100
ms by
byutilizing
utilizingthe
theTrapix
Trapixhardware
hardware histogram
histogram generator
generator
100 ms
and an appropriate algorithm
algorithm that searches
searches the histogram
histogram for the
midpoint between the background
background and
and edge
edge gray
graylevels.
levels.
The third preprocessing
preprocessing feature investigated
investigated was
was background
background
thresholding.
thresholding. A
A representative
representative background frame,
frame, including
including non
non-uniformities in illumination, is
is stored, and
and incoming
incoming particle
particleimages
images
-by -pixel basis.
basis. This
This
are thresholded
thresholded against this
this frame
frame on
onaapixel
pixel-by-pixel
preprocessing can
can help
help compensate
compensate for nonuniform
preprocessing
nonuniforrn backgrounds.
backgrounds.
Execution time for the process
process isis 33.3
33.3 ms, including
including digitizing
digitizing time.
time.
With the frame preprocessed,
preprocessed, a line
line segmentation
segmentation technique
technique is
is
used
used to identify
identify and measure
measure the
the particle
particle images.
images. The
The image
image isis
scanned
-by -line basis
basis and
and run
-end coded.13
Originally develscanned on
onaa line
line-by-line
run-end
coded. 13 Originally
develfor data
oped for
datacompression,
compression,the
theunderlying
underlyingline
linesegment
segmentprinciple
principle1414isis
used to identify which line segments
segments belong
belong to which particle. The
principle of
of the underlying
underlying line
line segment
segment technique
techniqueisisshown
shownininFig.
Fig.6.6.
"If
°lfany
any portion
portionof
ofaa line
line segment
segment falls
falls under
under aa line
line segment on the
raster line above it,
it, that
that segment belongs to the previous particle and
and
is included
in the
the measurements.
In Fig.
included in
measurements. In
Fig. 6, the middle
middle portion of
of
segment 2 falls
falls below
below the
the end points of
of segment 1.
1. Hence,
Hence, segment
segment 22
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2.4.
Calibration technique
2.4. Calibration
To ensure that the results produced are accurate and repeatable, an
extensive
basis for this
this
extensive calibration
calibration process
process was
was carried
carried out.
out. The
The basis
calibration was a Laser ElectroElectro-Optics
reticle RROptics Ltd.
Ltd. calibration reticle
50.0-3.0-0.08-102-#114.
15 This
calibration
50.0-3.0-0.08- 102 -#114.15
This
calibrationstandard
standard has
has been
been gaming
gaining
widespread
particle sizing
sizing field.
field. Shown
Shown in
widespread acceptance in the particle
in Fig.
Fig. 8,
8,
the reticle
reticle contains 23
23 different
different simulated
simulated particles
particles of chrome
chrome thin
film
glass slide.
slide. The particles
film photoetched
photoetched on aa glass
particles range
range in
in size
size from
5,92
5.92 to 92.75
92.75 /mi.
µm.
A
was centered on the threshA major part of the calibration work was
old-level/size-change
old- level/ size -changephenomenon.
phenomenon.No
No previously
previously published work
indicated how to correct for the relationship between threshold level
level
around objects
objects in
in the
the plane
and size change.
change. The diffraction pattern around
of focus produces aa gray
gray-level
-level gradient. Because thresholding (and
(and
other preprocessing
preprocessing techniques) cuts the gradient at one particmost other
gray level, the experimentally measured
measured diameter
diameterchanges
changes with
with
ular gray
threshold level.
level. Figure
Figure 99 demonstrates
demonstratesedge
edge diffraction
diffractionand
andthe
theeffect
threshold
effect
threshold levels
of varying threshold
levels when
when experimentally
experimentally measuring
measuring particle
particle
high threshold
threshold levels,
levels, more of the diffraction pattern
pattern is
is
diameters. At high
measured, causing
causing the particle to appear
appear larger
larger than
thanits
itstrue
truesize.
measured,
size.
Conversely, low threshold levels will
will underestimate
underestimate particle diameter.
hundredninety
ninety-two
video frames
framesof
ofthe
the Laser
Five hundred
-two video
Optics
LaserElectroElectro-Optics
control field
field were
were analyzed at
at 37
37 threshold
threshold levels.
levels. The
reticle quality control
measured diameters
were compared
compared with the
the actual
actual diameters
diameters as
measured
diameters were
as
reported on
on the reticle data sheet»
sheet. I5The
Theeffect
reported
effectof
ofchanging
changingthe
the threshthreshFig. 10.
10. It was found
found that
thatthe
theslope
slopeofofthe
thesize
size
old level is
is illustrated
illustrated in Fig.
versus threshold
threshold level
level lines
lines is nearly constant
constantfor
forall
allsizes
sizes of
of particles.
Because this slope isis constant,
constant, it can be inferred that the width of the
boundary diffraction
diffractiongradient
gradientregion
regiondoes
doesnot
notvary
varywith
withparticle
particlesize.
size.
boundary
diameter of
ofthe
the image
image to
to be
be measured
measuredisis less
less than
than twice
twice the
When the diameter
width of the boundary
boundary diffraction
diffraction gradient,
gradient, the
the error
error in
in measured
measured
width
diameters will
will be very high. It was found that
that the
the accuracy
accuracyinin deterdeterdiameters
mining particle
particle size
size decayed rapidly
rapidly for
forparticles
particlesless
less than
than10
10 µm
puninin
mining
Particleimages
images less
less than
than 10
10 µm
jum have
have edge breakup during
diameter. Particle
the thresholding
thresholding process.
process. The
The slope
slope and
and intercept
interceptof
ofthe
thesize/
size/threshthe
threshold level line was
old
was used
used to
to determine
determine the optimum
optimum threshold
thresholdlevel
level that
that
produced the minimum
minimum overall
overall error in
in measuring
measuring 10
10 to 93
produced
93 µm
jurn
particle
particle images.
images.
Figure 11
11 demonstrates
demonstrates the behavior of the
the slope
slope of
of the
the size
Figure
size-change line
line for different
different sizes
sizes of
of particles.
particles, Since
change
Since there seemed
seemed to be
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lem
lem of digital
digital image
image processing
processing systems
systems used
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for planetary
planetary probes at
Jet Propulsion
Propulsion Laboratory.14
Laboratory. 14 Geometric
Geometric nonlinearity
nonlinearity manifests
manifests itself
Jet
as a spatially varying
varying pixel
pixel magnification
magnification factor.
factor. Pixel magnification
(e.g., Aim/
/an/ pixel)
22% over the field of
of
(e.g.,
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wasmeasured
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up to 22%
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high, it was
was demonstrated that
that the
the spatially
spatially varying
varying pixel size
size proprocurrently used
used vidicon
vidicon-type
sigduced by the currently
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size measurements.
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3.2.
level correcting
By
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the overall
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the counting and
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Theaverage
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error found
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/un, with
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0.5
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averaging 17%
range averaging
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1%
with smaller
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in the 0 to 25 µm
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the
less than the
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were
results were
since results
possible since
1.85 pirn.
system
system resolution
resolution of
of 1.85
µm. This isis possible
very
increased very
error increased
averaged over
over many
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particles. The
The average error
averaged
14
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13 and
Figures 13
rapidly as the system
system resolution
resolution was
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show that
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Sec.
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exact, 16 then
exact,16
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the 7 to 700
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µm size
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600 frames
to 600
processing 5 to
system is capable of processing
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than1 1%
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Best-case
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calibration reticle
%o error
error for 25
25 to
to
14) show
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than
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10 /um.
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